Dear On-boarding Partner,

EMVO contacts you with respect to your company type.

On the On-boarding Partner Portal, in step 1.1. - *Company Information*, your company is requested to provide EMVO with the information about your company type:

- **Either Original Pack Manufacturer (MAH without Parallel Distribution Activities)**; the classical pharmaceutical company that holds marketing authorisations and operates its own manufacturing facility (in a wholly owned entity or sometimes by using a third-party manufacturer). On a technical point of view, this allows you to upload original pack data not sourced from a repacking operation to the EU Hub.

- **Or Parallel Distributor (MAH with Parallel Distribution Activities)**; the parallel distributor that is, by virtue of the FMD, a "manufacturing authorisation holder" for the necessary repackaging operations. On a technical point of view, this allows both the decommissioning of already uploaded pack data from a source market and the subsequent upload of new products into the market.
This information is of paramount importance as it determines the type of connection your company will be using in the European Hub. Therefore, EMVO kindly asks you to pay the greatest attention to this information and fill it in with great care as an error would jeopardize the pursuit of your Technical On-boarding.

If you have any further question linked to your company type, please do not hesitate to contact our Helpdesk:

Tel. Helpdesk: +372 611 90 44

E-Mail: helpdesk@emvo-medicines.eu
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